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NEW QUESTION 1
What are some common uses of AWS? (Select all that apply) Choose the 4 Correct answers:
A. Networking
B. Analytics
C. Storage
D. Virtualization
Answer: ABCD
Explanation:
All of the answers are common uses of AWS. AWS has thousands of different uses. In this course we discussed some of the major categories, including: Storage
Compute Power Databases Networking Analytics Developer Tools Virtualization Security

NEW QUESTION 2
How much data can you store in S3?
Choose the Correct Answer
A. Storage capacity is virtually unlimited.
B. You can store up to 1 petabyte of data.
C. Each account is given 50 gigabytes of storage capacity and no more can be used.
D. You can store up to 1 petabyte of data, then you are required to pay an additional fe
Answer: A
Explanation:
Although there is theoretically a capacity limit, as an S3 user, there is no limited on the amount of data you can store in S3.

NEW QUESTION 3
What best describes the purpose of having many Availability Zones in each AWS region?
Choose the Correct Answer
A. Multiple Availability Zones allow for fault tolerance but not high availability.
B. Multiple Availability Zones allow for cheaper prices due to competition between them.
C. Multiple Availability Zones allow for duplicate and redundant compute, and data backups.
D. None of the abov
Answer: C
Explanation:
Availability Zones work together within a region to provide users with the ability to easily setup and configure redundant architecture and backup solutions

NEW QUESTION 4
Kim is managing a web application running on the AWS cloud. The application is currently utilizing eight EC2 servers for its compute platform. Earlier today, two of
those web servers crashed; however, none of her customer were effected. What has Kim done correctly in this scenario?
Choose the Correct Answer
A. Properly built an elastic system.
B. Properly built a scalable system
C. Properly build a fault tolerant system.
D. None of the abov
Answer: C
Explanation:
A fault tolerant system is one that can sustain a certain amount of failure while still remaining operational.

NEW QUESTION 5
John is working with a large data set, and he needs to import it into a relational database service. What AWS service will meet his needs?
Choose the Correct Answer
A. RDS
B. Redshift
C. NoSQL
D. DynamoDB
Answer: A
Explanation:
RDS is AWS's relational database service.

NEW QUESTION 6
What is the availability and durability rating of S3 Standard Storage Class?
Choose the Correct Answer
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A. 99.999999999% Durability and 99.99% Availability
B. 99.999999999% Availability and 99.90% Durability
C. 99.999999999% Availability and 99.99% Durability
D. 99.999999999% Durability and 99.00% Availability
Answer: A
Explanation:
S3 Standard Storage class has a rating of 99.999999999% durability (referred to as 11 nines) and 99.99% availability.

NEW QUESTION 7
If you have a set of frequently accessed files that are used on a daily basis, what S3 storage class should you store them in?
Choose the Correct Answer
A. Infrequent Access
B. Reduced Redundancy
C. Standard
D. Fast Access
Answer: C
Explanation:
The Standard storage class should be used for files that you access on a daily or very frequent basis.

NEW QUESTION 8
If you want in-depth details on how to create, manage, and attach IAM access policies to IAM users, in what AWS resource should you look?
Choose the Correct Answer
A. AWS How-To-Help Section
B. AWS Service Documentation
C. AWS Whitepapers
D. None of the above
Answer: B
Explanation:
AWS Service documentation is a collection of documents specific to each AWS service. They contain detailed how-to's, as well as technical walkthroughs and
specifications.

NEW QUESTION 9
Under what circumstances would someone want to use ElastiCache? (Select all that apply) Choose the 2 Correct answers:
A. They need a NoSQL database option
B. They need to use Edge Locations to cache content
C. The need improved improve the performance of their web application.
D. They need in-memory data store servic
Answer: CD
Explanation:
ElastiCache is used as an in-memory data store or cache in the cloud. Benefits include improved performance for web applications (that rely on information stored
in a database). Edge Locations are used for caching content with the CloudFront service, so that is not a answer here.

NEW QUESTION 10
What AWS service uses Edge Locations for content caching?
Choose the Correct Answer
A. ElastiCache
B. Route 53
C. CloudFront
D. CloudCache
Answer: C
Explanation:
CloudFront is a content caching service provided by AWS that utilizes "Edge Locations," which are AWS data centers located all around the world.

NEW QUESTION 11
Tracy has created a web application, placing it's underlining infrastructure in the N. Virginia (US-East1) region. After several months, Tracy notices that much of the traffic coming to her website is coming from Japan. What can Tracy do to (best) help reduce latency
for her users in Japan?
Choose the Correct Answer
A. Copy the current VPC and located in US-East-1 and ask AWS to move it to a region closest to Japan
B. Create a and manage a complete duplicate copy of the web application and its infrastructure in a region closest to Japan.
C. Create a CDN using CloudFront, making sure the proper content is cached at Edge Locations closest to Japan.
D. Create a CDN using CloudCache, making sure the proper content is cached at Edge Locations closest to Japan.
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Answer: C
Explanation:
CloudFront is AWS's content delivery network (CDN) service. You can use it to cache web content at edge locations what are closest to you customers. This will
decrease latency for the customer and improve overall performance.

NEW QUESTION 12
Mike is setting up the infrastructure for a web application that requires three EC2 instances to handle the expected demand. However, when testing the application,
Mike find that all traffic to the application is being routed to only one of the servers. What AWS feature should he add to his application in order to have traffic
evenly distributed between all three servers?
Choose the Correct Answer
A. Elastic Load Balancer
B. Auto Scaling
C. Route 53
D. CloudFront
Answer: A
Explanation:
An Elastic Load Balancer is designed to evenly distribute incoming web traffic between all servers that are associated with it.

NEW QUESTION 13
Karen is building a website that is expected to have a minimum of 1000 users continually over the course of 24 hours. For 8 hours each day, traffic is expected to
be at about 1800 users. What EC2 buying options should she use to handle all the traffic and be most cost-effective?
Choose the Correct Answer
A. Karen should rely solely on spot instances since that will be the cheapest option.
B. Karen should buy enough reserved instance capacity to handle all 1800 users and probably buy a little more capacity just in case it is needed.
C. Karen should buy reserved instances with enough capacity to cover the baseline of 1000 users, then rely on on-demand instances for the 8 hour period of
increased traffic each day.
D. Karen should buy reserved instances with enough capacity to cover the baseline of 1000 users, then rely on spot instances for the 8 hour period of increased
traffic each day.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Reserved instances should used use to handle the expected baseline traffic to the website. Reserved instances (in 1/3 year term) can be purchased as a
significant discount over on-demand instances. Any varying traffic above the baseline should be handled with on-demand instance (since they can be
added/removed at any time, based on current demand). Spot instances should not be used in this scenario.

NEW QUESTION 14
What best describes the concept of a virtual private cloud?
Choose the Correct Answer
A. A private section of AWS in which you control what resources are placed inside.
B. A collection of data centers.
C. A shared section of AWS between you and other AWS account holders.
D. A private section of AWS in which you control what resources are placed inside and who can access those resources.
Answer: D
Explanation:
A VPC is a private section of AWS in which you control what resources are placed inside and who can access those resources. A VPC defines your own private
network that runs on AWS infrastructure.

NEW QUESTION 15
Children's All Saints Hospital has millions of old medical records that they must save for regulatory reasons. These records will most likely never be accessed
again. What is the best and most costeffective S3 storage option that will meet the hospitals needs?
Choose the Correct Answer
A. Standard
B. Infrequent Access
C. Glacier
D. Reduced Redundacy
Answer: C
Explanation:
Glacer is specifically designed for long-term archival storage. It is extremely inexpensive and should only be used for items that you access very infrequently.

NEW QUESTION 16
Jacky is creating a website using AWS infrastructure. She has a great idea for a domain name but needs to see if it's available and, if so, register it. What AWS
service will allow her to do this?
Choose the Correct Answer
A. CloudFront
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B. DomainServices
C. CloudWatch
D. Route 53
Answer: D
Explanation:
Route 53 is AWS's domain and DNS management service. (DomainServices does not exist).

NEW QUESTION 17
In S3, what is a file that you upload called?
Choose the Correct Answer
A. Static File
B. Bucket
C. Folder
D. Object
Answer: D
Explanation:
Files that are stored in S3 are referred to as objects.

NEW QUESTION 18
In the AWS Shared Responsibility Model, what is AWS responsible for? (Select all that apply) Choose the 2 Correct answers:
A. Physical security of the AWS data centers
B. Server-side encryption
C. Network level security
D. The maintenance of the hosts virtualization softwar
Answer: AD

NEW QUESTION 19
Which of the following are AWS Support Plans? (Select all that apply) Choose the 3 Correct answers:
A. Enterprise
B. Expert
C. Basic
D. Business
Answer: ACD
Explanation:
AWS has four support plan levels: Basic Developer Business Enterprise

NEW QUESTION 20
What does TCO stand for?
Choose the Correct Answer
A. Tally of Cost Ownership
B. Total Continual Ownership
C. The Cost of Ownership
D. None of the above
Answer: D
Explanation:
TCO stand for Total Cost of Ownership.

NEW QUESTION 21
......
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